
Pre-order info and policies  
 To pre-order craft supply items, create a list of items you want and send us the following details of the 

items to our email address customercare@ranganjali.com with subject "preorder" or fill up the form here 
for less than 5 items. 
    1. Name of Brand/Manufacturing Company,  
    2. Name of the item and  
    3. Quantity (if relevant) 
    4. Photograph/link of the items (it is good to have photographs for comparison but they are optional) 

 Because different manufacturers/distributors supply their items at different price point and time to us, we 
are not able to give a price tag on any item without knowing your list. Once you provide that info, we will 
get back in 2-3 days to inform you whether we can bring those items with our next order or not. 
Submission of a list from your side does not guarantee of acceptance of the pre-order from our side.  

 We will mainly bring stamps, dies and other small to medium sized craft supplies. We may not be able to 
bring liquids, restricted, large or heavy items. If you are in doubt please communicate with us, and we 
will let you know whether we can bring an item you want. We reserve the right to deny a certain item or a 
whole order.  

 Once we confirm that we will purchase and bring your items, it might take maximum 1 to 1.5 month to 
bring it to our store in India. If you are comfortable with that time frame, we will confirm your pre-
order. In case, we are not able to get it within 1.5 months we will inform you of the same and as you 
would not have paid any amount to us at that point, you don't have to worry about it.  

 Once the order is placed and items are shipped from an international destination, we have no control over 
its speed of transit. During international transit speed of a shipment is affected by many factors like 
holidays, postal delays, natural/political events and unpredictable customs delay in India. Whenever 
possible, we will try to keep you updated on progress of the shipment and its arrival in our store. 

 Price estimate: We do not ask any advance payment at the time of pre-ordering. Once your items arrive in 
our store, we will ask you to complete the full payment within 3 working days (Cost of the pre-order in 
Rs. + domestic shipping) before shipping it to you.  

 Cost of pre-order will be calculated as following: [except for brands- Simon Says stamp, Ellen Hutson, 
Paper Tray Ink, Concord & 9th, Honey Bee Stamps] 
MRP of the item in foreign currency x (exchange rate on the day of purchase in Rs.+ 1Rs.)  

 Cost of pre-order will be calculated as following for items of brands- Simon Says stamp, Ellen Hutson, 
Paper Tray Ink, Concord & 9th, Honey Bee Stamps 
MRP of the item in foreign currency x 1.5 x (exchange rate on the day of purchase in Rs.) 

 Domestic shipping will be calculated as it is calculated for all other routine online orders. It will be 
weight and distance based. We will ship through Indian Speed Post and provide a tracking no. 

 Following are some of the brands we can order from: (this list is not inclusive) 
 Altenew, Avery Elle, Art Impressions, C.C.Designs, Crafty Individuals, Deep Red, Dina Wakley, 

Dylusions, Hampton Art, Hero Arts, Heartfelt Creations,  Hot Off The Press, Inkadinkado, 
IndigoBlu, Jane's Doodles, JustRite, Kaisercraft, Lawn,Fawn, MSE!, Magnolia, My Favorite 
Things, Neat,&,Tangled, Newton's Nook, Our Daily Bread, Pink & Main, Penny Black, Paper 
Smooches, Prima Marketing, Ranger ink, Recollections, Sizzix, Spellbinders, Stacy Stamps, 
Stampendous, Stamper's Anonymous, Stampin Bella, Technique Tuesday, Tim Holtz, Waffle 
Flower, Your Next Stamp, We R Memory Keepers and more.... 

 Simon Says stamp, Ellen Hutson, Paper Tray Ink, Concord & 9th, Honey Bee Stamps 
 Pre-orders do not qualify for any discounts or offers or sale as they are special orders (smaller quantities) 

which cost us higher than usual foreign domestic as well as international shipping, customs duty and/ tax.  
 If you fail to communicate and pay for your pre-ordered items in 3 working days, we will no longer 

reserve them for you and make them available for everyone in our store. 
 If you fail to purchase your pre-order once, we may deny to take any future pre-orders from you. 
 We reserve the right to change or add to these policies without further notice. 
 We are not responsible for loss or damage of the ordered items while in transit. 

mailto:customercare@ranganjali.com

